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18 of 18 review helpful GRIPPING By Jim Altfeld What an emotional ride I ve been a Wiesel fan for a great many 
years and this book most assuredly did not disappoint He had me from the opening page and I found it difficult to put 
down Young and old alike need to read this Trilogy I am certain from speaking to many 20 somethings that they 
cannot relate and find it difficult to believe that such things could ever ha Night is one of the masterpieces of 
Holocaust literature First published in 1958 it is the autobiographical account of an adolescent boy and his father in 
Auschwitz Elie Wiesel writes of their battle for survival and of his battle with God for a way to understand the wanton 
cruelty he witnesses each day In the short novel Dawn 1960 a young man who has survived World War II and settled 
in Palestine joins a Jewish underground movement ldquo A slim volume of terrifying power rdquo The New York 
Times ldquo Required reading for all humanity rdquo Oprah Winfrey ldquo Wiesel has taken his own anguish and 
imaginatively metamorphosed it into art rdquo Curt Leviant Sat 
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